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Silence and the
Passions in Rousseau’s Julie
ADAM SCHOENE

A

s a remote haven of shared harmonious coexistence and transparency,
the Clarens, Switzerland community of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Julie,
ou la Nouvelle Héloïse (1761) has been interpreted by some as representing
an ideal form of society, while others deem it a dystopia. Lettres de deux
amans, habitans d’une petite ville au pied des Alpes, the second portion
of the title of Julie (and the title of the original edition), evokes the alpine
setting of Clarens, a village on the shores of Lake Geneva, near where
Rousseau himself spent his youth. This title emphasizes the passionate love
between Julie and her former tutor St. Preux, around which the initial half
of the story revolves, preceding Julie’s marriage to the nobleman Wolmar,
arranged by her father the Baron d’Étange, who disapproves of the middle
class rank of St. Preux. Julie and Wolmar raise a family at the Wolmar estate
in Clarens, which is often read as a political microcosm, with Julie herself
arguing that it is an imitation of the order of political society.1 Yet there is
frequent debate over the contours of participation within this space and over
the distinction between domestic and political family, with the two often
detrimentally collapsed.
While there is a tendency to align Rousseau’s avowed depiction of
the feminine with the family, a space of private domesticity, and the
masculine with the state, a public realm comprised solely of male citizens,
recent commentators have offered more nuanced studies that complicate
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this opposition. Elizabeth Wingrove suggests that Rousseau makes the
nondeliberative, unutterable electoral image of the general will eloquent
through his fictional depictions of women, insisting on their agency to offer
an alternative version of political participation, and Lori Marso similarly sees
Rousseau’s female protagonists as offering a broader version of citizenship
that ultimately undermines the gender boundaries he elsewhere seems to
construct.2 Speaking directly to the political implications of Clarens, Juliet
Flower MacCannell analyzes it as an ironic representation of a patriarchal
order based on the suppression of Julie’s female desire, arguing that
Clarens is best understood not as a utopic ideal, but rather as a critique of a
fundamental fantasy of the “Regime of the Brother,” as “farcical repetition
of the dream of patriarchy, figured as the utopia of Clarens—the place where
desire is never admitted.”3 Andrew Billing likewise perceives Clarens as a
site where Rousseau attacks despotism by imitating its oppressive elements
in order to distinguish between paternal and political power, situating the
difference between family and state as an essential tenet of his critique, yet
maintaining the affective relational aspect of an adoptive version of the
family as what is most political in Clarens, with the state acting as a surrogate
parent, educating its citizens by inculcating an affective patriotic sentiment.4
Julie’s participation in this process may be understood as problematizing
the distinction between the domestic space as feminine and the public as
masculine by feminizing the political as it is revealed in the contractual
relations of Clarens. While following these readings in considering the space
of Clarens as emancipatory in its incorporation of Julie in the governance of
a private sphere that is simultaneously public, I will shift the focus to explore
the politics Rousseau enacts with his silent tableau of friendship, suggesting
that it is through the force of this silence that Rousseau reconfigures the
social order.
I begin by exploring an ineffable scene of camaraderie, the matinée à
l’anglaise in Book V of Julie, which I interpret as a paradigmatic example
of how we might read Rousseau’s mute eloquence politically, especially if
considered in relation to the tacit nature of the general will of Du contrat
social (1762). I then consider the transformation from passionate love to
friendship between Julie and St. Preux as beyond merely a linear movement,
drawing upon Jacques Derrida’s notion of aimance to suggest that the
friendship Rousseau proposes holds political force as well, in its unique
power to transgress and reconfigure previously prohibited stations, as with
the shift in sovereignty to the formerly subjugated people found in Du contrat
social. Derrida’s Politiques de l’amitié (1994) illustrates the centrality of
friendship to political thought in its capacity to combat tyranny, while
simultaneously revealing the tyrannical risks within friendship. Rousseau
also captures this aporia in the matinée and in the multifaceted relationships
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of Julie, and I will argue that in his alignment of friendship with silence
as depicted in the space of Clarens, he presents a politics that subverts the
androcentric model upon which the Wolmar estate initially seems to be built,
therefore offering an avenue towards a more inclusive form of democracy.
The arrival of St. Preux, Julie’s former tutor turned lover, to the bucolic
Clarens represents a radical shift in their relationship, which is overseen by
her husband Wolmar. Born into a lower station in life than the aristocratic
Julie, middle-class St. Preux separates himself from her in an effort to quell
their illicit romance and to protect her virtue, yet his journey around the
world brings him back to her years later and to a community modeled after
his own sentimental principles. “J’y mène une vie de mon goût,” writes St.
Preux to his friend Milord Édouard of his first impressions of Clarens, “j’y
trouve une société selon mon cœur.”5 This society after the heart could refer
to St. Preux’s affection for Julie herself as well as to her governance role in
establishing a compassionate community that he deeply admires. Clarens is
characterized as much by its heart and shared spirit of benevolent goodwill
as by its complete transparency, as St. Preux’s return is by the invitation of
Julie and her upper-class husband Wolmar, who is fully aware of the formerly
passionate relationship between his wife and St. Preux. Often compared to the
Du contrat social figure of the legislator, Wolmar is presented as quasi-divine,
and of superior intelligence, seeing all of man’s passions yet experiencing
none, and he is thus able to read into Julie and St. Preux’s hearts and to help
them “reform” their sentiments.6 In noting that it is the former Julie d’Étange
rather than Julie Wolmar with whom St. Preux is in love, Wolmar considers
it possible for this reformation to succeed: “Qu’ils brûlent plus ardemment
que jamais l’un pour l’autre et qu’il ne règne plus entre eux qu’un honnête
attachement; qu’ils soient toujours amans et ne soient plus qu’amis.”7 It is
this unconventional project that Wolmar oversees, and while his intervention
has been interpreted as noble by some critics and despotic by others, I will
instead explore the silent force of the petit ménage that results, as captured
most acutely within the matinée à l’anglaise.
A striking moment in which Julie, St. Preux, and Wolmar share a morning
of silent communication and reciprocal transparency at the Wolmar estate
in Clarens, the matinée à l’anglaise might also offer richer depth and clarity
to Rousseau’s political vision. Breakfast is described by Julie as a meal of
friendship, one of the few moments when we are actually permitted to be
solely what we are. It is important to note the exclusions that condition
this gathering, as to create an intimate circle, les étrangers, les valets, and
les importuns are left out.8 Yet the silence of the matinée is benevolent and
intensely expressive for those who do partake in it, exceeding the capacity
of language to encapsulate the deep sense of redemptive harmony that it
alone conveys. St. Preux describes this scene in a letter to Milord Édouard:
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Après six jours perdus aux entretiens frivoles des gens
indifférents, nous avons passé aujourd’hui une matinée à
l’angloise, réunis et dans le silence, goûtant à la fois le plaisir
d’être ensemble et la douceur du recueillement. Que les délices
de cet état sont connues de peu de gens ! Je n’ai vu personne en
France en avoir la moindre idée. La conversation des amis ne
tarit jamais, disent-ils. Il est vrai, la langue fournit un babil facile
aux attachemens médiocres. Mais l’amitié, Milord, l’amitié !
Sentiment vif et céleste, quels discours sont dignes de toi?9

There are certain religious resemblances in the scene of the matinée, such as
the fact that it begins “after six days,” evoking the same length of time as the
biblical story of creation, and in the description of a friendship of a “celestial”
nature.10 As with the positive role for silence in this scene of friendship,
Rousseau’s political conception of the general will similarly effaces power
asymmetries and difference by bringing the people together to feel it in
silence. In Du contrat social, he writes: “Si, quand le peuple suffisamment
informé délibère, les Citoyens n’avoient aucune communication entre eux, du
grand nombre de petites différences résulteroit toujours la volonté générale, et
la délibération seroit toujours bonne.”11 The matinée may also be considered
as emulating an ideal political state for Rousseau, as it likewise balances
liberty and interdependence, with the participants gathered in a small group
of kindred hearts, yet silently absorbed in their own activities, like the people
of Du contrat social. While Rousseau often appears to relegate women to the
private sphere, the matinée places Julie at center stage, serving as a guide in
how to love, not solely as a virtuous wife and mother in the domestic sphere
but also as a friend. Christie McDonald has noted that friendship becomes
the basis for all relationships in Clarens, with silence as its language; the
fact that the morning is spent in the English manner is furthermore in critical
contrast with the French (and most notably Parisian) style of alienating
babble that does not convey anything authentic, as the matinée is a form of
communication that is based not upon words but upon sentiment.12
The reference to Milord Édouard, who is in England, draws yet another
friend into this intimate circle, thus extending the boundaries of friendship,
or of the general will in relation to politics. This aesthetic expansion of the
general will is evident in the introduction of a foreign dimension, offering a
glimpse of something beyond the purely nation-based model like that instilled
within the people through the ineffable influence of the Du contrat social
legislator, possessor of a superior intelligence who employs the influence of
persuasion instead of oratory eloquence, inculcating an affective patriotic
sentiment within the people. This bond unites them as compatriots, and it
may thus be viewed as kindred to that of friendship, but its scope is limited to
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the nation; Rousseau is suspicious of the unmoored cosmopolitan sentiment
like that he perceives in the superficial and corrupt posturing of the elite and
in theater spectators whose sympathy may be extended to the characters on
stage yet detached from and neglected in the world beyond. His advocacy
of the kind of humanitarian principles that encompass the true spirit of
cosmopolitanism is nevertheless evident at certain moments of aesthetic
description, and although he initially envisions Du contrat social as part of
a larger project concerning a network of nations, he limits its scope out of
fear of a greater potential scale of violence that may arise.13
As Du contrat social remains ultimately rooted in national patriotic
bonds and women appear absent from the public sphere (as in the Lettre à
M. d’Alembert sur les spectacles of 1758), both Milord Édouard’s role as
the distant friend and Julie’s relinquishing of her central place in Clarens in
dying to save her son are absences that haunt the text, unsettling the same
political and gender boundaries that Rousseau seems to put into place.
While St. Preux’s tender rapport with Milord Édouard appears to conform
to the fraternal role of the brother in the androcentric structure of friendship,
his English background challenges the nation-based model of fraternity
upon which Rousseau’s politics is constructed, revealing a threatening
and foreign element to the figure of the friend, as I will further explore in
relation to Derrida’s alignment of friendship and politics.14 Milord Édouard’s
absence from the petit ménage allows its passionate story to unfold in the
silent English manner, so it could on the one hand be read as merely a
textual device, but as his own love story is omitted from the narrative and
included as a supplement to the text, it could also be understood as further
accentuating the nationalistic boundaries that haunt Rousseau’s conception
of the general will.
Julie similarly threatens to tear the fabric of the fraternal order by reigning
alongside (or above) her husband over the domestic economy of Clarens
and in establishing a relation that is based upon friendship with her former
lover. Wolmar is compelled to speak about the positive nature of friendship’s
bond after a moment of silence, as he clasps together the hands of Julie
and St. Preux: “Notre amitié commence; en voici le cher lien; qu’elle soit
indissoluble.”15 This could capture Wolmar’s magnanimity and intensity
of emotion, but it could also be interpreted as a form of decree, revealing
a despotic dimension in that he does not seem to give Julie and St. Preux
the choice to determine their own status. We might read this moment in
line with the paradoxical nature of Rousseau’s Du contrat social assertion
of citizens being forced to be free when they are constrained to obey the
general will. This despotic possibility is later reflected in the gravity of Julie’s
deathbed pronouncement on the more oppressive side to silence: “Rien ne
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fait tant de mal aux femmes que le silence !”16 Yet, as with the general will,
there is also new political freedom that emanates from silence, if only as a
fictional tableau. Before returning to the matinée in order to analyze its silent
dimension in relation to the broader politics of Clarens in correspondence
with the tacit workings of the general will of Du contrat social, I will briefly
turn to Derrida to explore his conception of the political nature of friendship,
which is also of relevance to Julie.
Like Rousseau, Derrida sees political potential in the aporetic nature
of friendship, and he thus offers further grounds to better understand the
emancipatory silent eloquence of Julie. In Politiques de l’amitié, Derrida
presents friendship as a political problem, beginning from the death of the
friend in the apostrophe within “O mes amis, il n’y a nul amy,” which he
situates as a performative contradiction in its lodging of the other or the
enemy in the heart of the friend.17 Friendship is unstable and unpredictable, as
the love of the neighbor may transform into lust for possession, and the voice
of the friend could likewise resemble a menacing spectral appeal, revealing
an even deathly element in friendship in its ability to consume the self with its
demands. Yet friendship may also combat despotism, as at its core it is an act
of loving, and whereas the enemy is essential for theorizing the political for
someone like Carl Schmitt, Derrida challenges this discourse by substituting
hostis for enemy, emphasizing the guest element of the etymology over that
of a purely adversarial antagonism.18 Friendship is political for Derrida in its
potential for a “democracy to come,” and it is similarly threatened internally
by its own logic, as it is unable to resolve its contradictions; yet, it is this
autoimmunity, or prospect of destroying itself from within, that also opens
new possibilities within friendship and democracy, allowing space for
fluctuation and contestation. Derrida illuminates the political genealogy of
friendship by tracing the history of his opening quotation, “O mes amis, il
n’y a nul amy,” connecting it with Aristotle’s claim that good lawgivers have
shown more concern for friendship than for justice, and with Montaigne’s
notion of a sovereign friendship in the Essais. Taking issue with both Aristotle
and Montaigne’s exclusion of women from this realm, Derrida offers a radical
revision of this traditional fraternal conception of friendship, employing
it to underscore the intertwined nature of sovereignty and democracy, as
well as the conflict between them in relation to a plurality of people within
the single entity of a nation. Derrida’s concerns thus closely intersect with
Rousseau’s, and both establish a foundational role for silence within their
politics of friendship and democracy.
It is through Nietzsche that Derrida aligns friendship most closely with
silence, drawing upon Menschliches, Allzumenschliches (1878) (Human,
All Too Human) to reveal the destructive nature of speech, which could
be a refrain of Rousseau. Nietzsche’s rejoinder to “O my friends, there
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is no friend” is that it is an error or deception that leads us into becoming
friends, and that we have learned to keep silent in order to remain friends.
Derrida’s response is that friendship is preserved by silence, with friends
protecting themselves from its illusion by remaining quiet about the truth
of the “bottomless bottom” upon which it is founded.19 This uncertain and
shifting ground from which friendship is born parallels the foundational
emptiness of the demos, the nothingness from which it derives its power, and
Derrida seems to channel Rousseau in aligning silence with the social bond.20
Yet Derrida’s tacit agreement reference also invokes an inversion like that
evident in Diderot’s notion of the pacte tacite in Le Neveu de Rameau (1805):
Et comme les amis savent cette vérité de la vérité (la garde de
ce qui ne se garde pas), il vaut mieux qu’ils gardent le silence
ensemble. Comme d’un commun accord. Accord tacite cependant
par lequel les séparés sont ensemble sans cesser d’être ce qu’ils
sont destinés à être – et sans doute le sont-ils alors plus que
jamais : dissociés, solitarisés, singularisés, constitués en altérités
monadiques (vereinsamt).21

While this atomistic distance seems closest to Diderot’s ironic formulation
of the social contract as an animalistic pacte tacite, it also evokes the tension
between particular interests and the general will inherent in Rousseau, and
the foundational paradox dramatized in the figure of the legislator, who
aims to transform human nature, d’instituer un peuple. Whereas Nietzsche
rejects social contract theory as the reflection of a slave morality which
aims to “seduce the strong and convert them to the morality of the weak,”
for Rousseau the silence of the demos signifies a virtuous order in which
sovereignty expresses itself as collective autonomy.22 Speech represents a
menace to this order, threatening to divide the people by revealing the secret
underlying force of contractual foundation upon a “bottomless bottom.”
In addition to Derrida’s shared political alignment of silence and
friendship, his conception of aimance helps to shed further light upon Julie, as
Étienne Balibar illustrates in Citoyen sujet (2011).23 Returning to the context
of Clarens, we might consider the initially amorous relationship between
St. Preux and Julie as the error or deception that Derrida describes, as the
“open secret” upon which the bond of friendship is initiated at Clarens by
the legislator-like Wolmar, who forces them to be free (of their forbidden
love) and to enter into friendship by conjoining their hands in the gardens
where this love first blossoms. Much like the legislator aims to transform
human nature, Wolmar too seeks to alter the sentiments of St. Preux and
Julie. Yet the transformation that occurs is far from a simple shift from
passionate love into friendship, and it is here where Derrida’s conscription
of aimance is beneficial. A term coined in 1927 by French linguist and
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psychoanalyst Edouard Pinchon, aimance initially served as a means to
designate a concept of object attraction that would not necessarily entail
sexual satisfaction. For Derrida, this third term that is neither love nor
friendship helps to identify “an indeterminate affect that circulates among
modalities of love and friendship on a spectrum of sentiments that defy
description or enumeration.”24 Balibar considers aimance in this respect as
somewhat parallel to Freud’s theorization of the category of pulsion, or drive,
with its neutralization of the active/passive opposition in desire, which may
too be relevant for thinking of Rousseau’s conception of the general will,
with a present, active democracy, but one that is also silent. Returning to
the matinée, I will expand upon Balibar’s treatment of aimance in relation
to the passions and the new configurations of friendship that develop among
Julie, St. Preux, Wolmar, and Julie’s cousin Claire to further illuminate how
Rousseau’s silent experiment in Julie also serves a political function.
In the midst of the matinée while Julie, St. Preux, and Wolmar are lost
in their own silent reveries, yet together in each other’s company, the scene
is punctuated by a role reversal which underscores Julie’s governance,
elevating her to a position that is neither purely romantic nor domestic. The
children enter the space along with chambermaid Fanchon, and maintaining
stereotypical gender roles, the women embroider as the men read the gazette
and speak of the king, when Julie mentions that she envies sovereigns only
the process of making themselves beloved.25 St. Preux describes Wolmar’s
response, which serves to reveal a transition of roles:
N’enviez rien, lui a dit son mari d’un ton qu’il m’eut dû laisser
prendre; il y a longtems que nous sommes tous vos sujets. A ce
mot, son ouvrage est tombé de ses mains; elle a tourné la tête,
et jetté sur son digne époux un regard si touchant, si tendre, que
j’en ai tressailli moi-même. Elle n’a rien dit: qu’eut-elle dit qui
valut ce regard? Nos yeux se sont aussi rencontrés. J’ai senti, à la
manière dont son mari m’a serré la main, que la même émotion
nous gagnoit tous trois, et que la douce influence de cette âme
expansive agissoit autour d’elle et triomphoit de l’insensibilité
même. . . . C’est dans ces dispositions qu’a commencé le silence
dont je vous parlois: vous pouvez juger qu’il n’étoit pas de
froideur et d’ennui. Il n’étoit interrompu que par le petit manege
des enfans; encore, aussi-tôt que nous avons cessé de parler,
ont-ils modéré par imitation leur caquet, comme craignant de
troubler le recueillement universel.26

Wolmar and St. Preux affirm Julie’s reign over them, and in aligning
herself with the king, she redistributes his sovereignty, with love and
friendship as her guiding precepts.27 Julie’s silent and persuasive force in
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solidifying these bonds is evocative of Derrida’s concept of aimance in that
it exceeds both love and friendship, with a driving energy that founds new
intersubjective possibilities, replacing particular interests with a stronger
desire for the general will. Julie displaces Wolmar as legislator, dropping
her needlework, as Wolmar and St. Preux clasp hands in union, a reversal
of the earlier moment between Julie and St. Preux in the gardens. Julie also
supplants St. Preux as tutor, as Wolmar, St. Preux, and the children now
become her disciples. Claire’s daughter Henriette corrects the boys’ errors
as they read a book together, mirroring the men’s misreading of the gazette;
this suggests a similar ascendancy over them, and a role in carrying forth
the message of love taught by Julie, her surrogate mother whom she will
further channel and incarnate after Julie’s death. The children’s mimicry of
this silence demonstrates its originary and enduring resonance as well as
the advancement of Julie beyond merely a passionate or familial role. Her
ability to purvey a silent force to unite those around her beyond their own
particular interests reveals the centrality of the message of love at the heart
of the matinée.
Claire similarly affirms Julie’s strength with her claim that “ma Julie, tu
es faite pour régner,” and their connection further underscores the unique
and political nature of the friendship among these inséparables.28 In addition
to Julie’s fostering bonds of friendship with her former lover and between
St. Preux and her husband, her relationship with Claire offers a model of
female friendship that lies in stark contrast to the male-dominated political
tradition outlined by Derrida; Julie provides a response to another question
that Derrida raises, that of the role of the sister, or why women are left out.
Julie and Claire’s friendship serves to address the exclusion of women
from the realm of political friendship, and one indication of their kindred,
transparent hearts is evoked within the very name Claire, which means
clear, in close relation to the Clarens lakeside setting, as Jean Starobinksi
has perceived.29 Alongside one another nearly throughout the novel, Claire
and Julie describe themselves as sharing one soul, and decide to raise their
families together after the death of Claire’s husband, with Julie taking care of
Henriette, and Claire overseeing the education of Julie’s sons. After bearing
close witness to Julie’s earlier romance with St. Preux, Claire almost becomes
romantically entangled with him herself, but remains true to her cousin, and
even spends the night in bed with Julie shortly before her death, leading
some commentators to speculate that they share an amorous relationship. My
interest is more in how Claire and Julie’s friendship could be understood as
calling into question the foundations of the patriarchal model that Rousseau
elsewhere seems to defend, and how we might interpret their relationship
as dramatizing the social contract. This is perhaps most evident in Claire’s
proclamation:
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Ton empire est le plus absolu que je connoisse : il s’étend jusque
sur les volontés, et je l’éprouve plus que personne. . . . Ton cœur
vivifie tous ceux qui l’environnent, et leur donne pour ainsi
dire un nouvel être dont ils sont forcés de lui faire hommage,
puisqu’ils ne l’auraient point eu sans lui. . . . Est-il possible de
te voir longtemps, sans se sentir pénétrer l’âme des charmes de
la vertu et des douceurs de l’amitié?30

Julie’s silent empire may be viewed as political in that she is helping to
construct a social bond, psychically structuring the people around her heart
and altering human nature by creating a new communal being that extends
beyond their particular wills. There is nevertheless a despotic element that
remains within Julie’s empire, implied by this word, and in the fact that the
people are forced to pay tribute to her; yet, she has displaced force with love
and replaced the paternalistic reign of the king. Although Julie has only male
children, her friendship with Claire enables her to become a surrogate mother
to Henriette, who embodies a future female citizen with a unique capacity to
reign, or even a new version of Julie, already herself a new Héloïse.
Julie takes the struggle of the earlier Héloïse one step further through
the legacy of friendship that she instills in Clarens, which carries forth after
her death. The Héloïse of the twelfth-century letters also has a love affair
and maintains epistolary correspondence with her tutor Abélard, exhibiting
resistance to established oppressive orders against women. Peggy Kamuf
aligns Julie’s story with that of Héloïse, who contests the institution of
marriage and the space of the convent, suggesting that Julie is similarly
“positioned at the juncture of one social order which can no longer sustain
its claim to legitimate power and another which must succeed to that claim
without violence.”31 Julie’s nonviolent resistance is evident in her combat
with her father, who employs physical violence against her when she
confesses her love for St. Preux; although Julie respects her father’s wishes
by instead marrying Wolmar, she combats the despotic patriarchal hierarchy
without violence by generating a community based upon love and friendship.
This community both enables her to maintain her love for St. Preux, as well
as to have a daughter in Henriette to carry forth her legacy, thanks to Claire,
to whom her heart remains perhaps most intimately attached.
As with the religious background of Héloïse, Julie becomes increasingly
absorbed in spiritual education as her death approaches, and beyond
embodying a new Héloïse, she could even be viewed as a new Christ-like
figure whose message is love. In stark contrast to previous models of binary
pairings in love or friendship, like that in the tale of the original Héloïse,
Julie’s relationships and her legacy are based upon an equalizing network
of relations that bond the people of Clarens together around her message,
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enabling the reciprocal participation of everyone. Her reign appears
democratic to a certain degree, but also evokes the menace that Derrida
identifies within the silence of friendship, which becomes a deathly silence
in the final lines of Julie, as she beckons Claire to join her, to carry forth
the sacred bonds of friendship within a world that eternally transcends all
language. The image of the Elysium that was once a garden of Eden for the
passions reveals its Elysian side, along with glimpses of a “democracy to
come,” in the friendships born of aimance at Clarens.
Clarens represents a dramatization of the general will as psychical polity,
with friendship offering a means to explore how individuals reconcile their
own interests with the greater community, which extends beyond Julie,
St. Preux, Wolmar, and Claire, and into the broader Clarens population.32
Clarens is not an egalitarian society, as it is broken into different classes,
and although the Wolmar estate is silently organized around a system of
openness and transparency, there remains some separation between private
and public society, as well as certain power asymmetries, with spaces that
are off limits to the servants.33 Much like friendship operates as a liberating
constraint in regulating the passions, there is also a form of restriction exerted
upon the Clarens servants, which St. Preux describes in comparison to the
limitations within a republic: “Dans la République on retient les citoyens
par des mœurs, des principes, de la vertu; mais comment contenir des
domestiques, des mercenaires, autrement que par la contrainte et la gêne?
Tout l’art du maître est de cacher cette gêne sous le voile du plaisir ou de
l’intérêt, en sorte qu’ils pensent vouloir tout ce qu’on les oblige de faire.”34
A characteristic move of Rousseau’s, this hidden coercion is evident within
the psychological attachment of the Clarens servants to their masters, Wolmar
and Julie, whose behavior and virtue they seek to emulate, which enables
them to live in concord with one another; in order to truly love and to live
like their masters, the servants must also love one another equally.35 While
classes exist within Clarens, and power enables the masters coercively to
shape the climate of the community, this difference is essentially effaced
through the love that the servants share for their masters and for one another.36
St. Preux likens this love to the Christian charity that is merely spoken of in
church, yet truly experienced at Clarens without being articulated.37 As with
the silence of the matinée, this love of the Clarens domestics is unspoken, but
silently felt, as the servants emulate the equalizing and transparent climate
within their own interactions, often rendering services for one another in
secret, internalizing a system of self-governance based upon virtue.38
While a silent demos formulated around collective desire creates
something new and beyond the strictures of a sovereign head or coupling, as
within the heightened friendship read through the lens of Derrida’s aimance
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and enacted within Julie, its forceful potential carries a threat as well, one
that erodes the boundaries between self and other. Clarens is constructed
around the goodwill of Julie and Wolmar, but they have screened all of the
servants together in order to avoid bringing in those whose presence suggests
any antipathy might result, raising the question as to what comprises the
criteria for such an assessment. Whereas such screening might be possible
within the private realm, displacing citizens from the public sphere based
upon the potential to create discord may be prejudicial. While particular
interests are allowed to coexist within the context of the general will, is
anything prospectively lost by its silent, equalizing force? Considering the
general will as a democratic death drive is helpful for envisioning a politics
of fluctuation and plasticity, but one that is also founded upon a coercive
force, casting a shadow that may haunt the people in its destructive threat to
the self, subordinating individual voices to a shared feeling. Just as Derrida’s
aimance suggests something beyond love or friendship, in the context of Julie
it also entails sublimating a part of the self, an act that may prove beneficial
or harmful. St. Preux appears to gain only a greater sense of self within the
space of Clarens; however, Julie dies as a result of the act of saving her son
from drowning, so she may be seen as losing her self while simultaneously
sustaining life in the community that she has built.39
Clarens may be considered as a political testing ground for Rousseau,
incarnating the love and virtue of Julie and the silent, sacred bonds of
friendship that she instills within the people, but it is also a community
that must endure in her absence. The deathly finale extends the model of
friendship embodied by the matinée beyond Julie’s family and friends into
the greater Clarens community, while destroying its very foundation by
converting Julie into a sort of heteronomic figure, similar in ways to the
legislator, whose message of love lives on within them.40 As Julie and St.
Preux learn to reconfigure their passions into something more inclusive
beyond Clarens, the people must continue to reform their own passions to
serve a purpose that is greater than their particular interests. Clarens stands
as a space between the state of nature and the corrupted Parisian world
of artifice and vain chatter, with its silence as an antidote to potentially
intractable debate, and as a means of restoring the sentiment and feeling that
may be lost within the misleading platitudes of language. Like the empty
center of the address, Clarens possesses a silent and empty political center
with the death of Julie, but one that perhaps offers a polity that endures, and
the hope for a “democracy to come” within a new vision of friendship.41
Although women may not seem to hold an equal place with men in
much of Rousseau’s political writing, Julie reveals certain dimensions of
his thought that privilege the female position as he adopts the perspectives
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of women by composing stirring letters written by them. The unparalleled
success and acclaim of Julie among readers suggests a unique strength in
the feminine voice, which Rousseau underscores in the power he attributes
to Julie in the matinée. Julie and her surrogate daughter Henriette assume
leadership positions above the men in this scene, accentuated by a silence that
is affirmative in its commanding role as a benevolent and equalizing force.
In aligning this silence with that of the demos of Du contrat social, I have
sought to outline how it embodies something beyond love or friendship, in a
kindred spirit to Derrida’s notion of aimance, as a new popular sovereignty
aligned with the psyche. Julie furthermore rewrites the politics of friendship
in her relationships with St. Preux and Claire, forging bonds that transgress
prescribed roles, reconfiguring the passions to construct purposeful social
bonds around desire. Extending the political model of friendship beyond its
past social inequalities, Clarens comes to embody a political microcosm for
Rousseau’s vision of the social contract, with Julie breathing life into this
community, which is born as the demos around her love and sustained in her
absence. Julie is exceptional as an agent producing general will of silence at
Clarens, channeling the oppressive silencing of women under patriarchy into
a more just system, albeit one that still contains elements of inequality and
force. Clarens inevitably falls short of an egalitarian society; yet, Rousseau
does channel a powerful female protagonist in Julie, who may be seen as
haunting his political writing by transcending the very limits that he seems
to prescribe, as other commentators have similarly articulated. I have aimed
to build upon this claim to demonstrate how Julie coopts silence, employing
it towards emancipatory ends. While the general will cannot be represented
and does not possess a body with a mouth to express itself, Julie dramatizes
its potential, feminizing it and underwriting it with desire reforged into a
silent political bond of friendship that overwrites or suppresses an originary
division in the community. As Julie is ultimately unable to live in Clarens,
her spirit endures, along with the silent resonance of the matinée as a moment
to further democratize by incorporating those who remain excluded.

NOTES
Special thanks to Diane Brown, Jason Frank, Mitchell Greenberg, Tracy McNulty,
Neil Saccamano; and Marie-Claire Vallois as well as to the SECC editors and
anonymous reviewers for their careful reading and helpful comments.
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